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Short Introduction to Used Technology
Short Introduction to Used Technology

- Keyboard
- Mouse
- Software Defined Radio
- Crazyradio PA
- USB Dongle
- Logitech Unifying Receiver
Previous Work of Other Researchers

- KeyKeriki v1.0 and v2.0 by Dreamlab Technologies, 2010
- Promiscuity is the nRF24L01+'s Duty, Travis Goodspeed, 2011
- KeySweeper, Samy Kamkar, 2015
- MouseJack, Bastille Networks Internet Security, 2016
Overview of Our Research

- Started as customer project back in April 2015
- Tested different wireless desktop sets using AES encryption of different manufacturers
  1. Microsoft Wireless Desktop 2000
  2. Cherry AES B.UNLIMITED
  3. Fujitsu Wireless Keyboard Set LX901
  4. Logitech MK520
  5. Perixx PERIDUO-710W
- Very fragmented research project due to *more import things™*
Overview of Our Research
Test Methodology

1. Hardware analysis
   - Opening up keyboards, mice and USB dongles
   - Staring at PCBs
   - Identifying chips
   - RTFD (*Reading the Fine Documentation/Datasheet*)
   - Finding test points for SPI
   - Soldering some wires and dumping flash memory
Test Methodology

2. Firmware analysis
   - Loading dumped 8051 firmware in IDA Pro
   - Staring at disassemblies
   - Some more RTFD
   - Checking Nordic Semiconductor’s nRF24 SDK
   - Reading code, writing sample code, analyzing compiled sample code
Test Methodology

3. Radio-based analysis
   - Watching Mike Ossmann’s SDR video tutorials several times to know what to do with the HackRF One and the USRP B200
   - Some more RTFD
   - Browsing the web for valuable information about nRF24
   - Playing around with GNU Radio
   - Writing some Python scripts
   - Analyzing nRF24 data communication using NRF24-BTLE-Decoder
   - Changing tool set after Bastille releases MouseJack
Identified Transceivers/SoCs

- Four of the five tested devices used low power 2.4 GHz nRF24 transceivers by Nordic Semiconductor
- So far, we focused on nRF24 transceivers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Keyboard</th>
<th>USB Dongle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cherry AES B.UNLIMITED</td>
<td>nRF24LE1</td>
<td>nRF24LU1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujitsu Wireless Keyboard Set LX901</td>
<td>CYRF6936</td>
<td>CYRF6936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logitech MK520</td>
<td>nRF24LE1</td>
<td>nRF24LU1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Wireless Desktop 2000</td>
<td>nRF24LE1H (OTP)</td>
<td>nRF24LU1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perixx PERIDUO-710W</td>
<td>nRF24LE1H (OTP)</td>
<td>nRF24LU1+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RTFD – Read the Fine Datasheets

- As we had no prior experience with nRF24 transceivers, we first had to read the datasheets – several times
- Nordic Semiconductor’s datasheets are very good
- As low-cost nRF24 transceivers/transmitters/receivers are very popular for many kinds of projects, there is many more information and tools freely available on the Internet
- For example nrfprog that we used to read and write the nRF24 transceiver’s flash memory
- Or NRF24-BTLE-Decoder that we initially used to decode nRF24 radio communication in combination with GNU Radio
RTFD – Read the Fine Datasheets

Figure 4. nRF24LE1F pin assignment (top view) for a QFN48 7x7 mm package

(Source: Nordic Semiconductor nRF24LE Product Specification v1.6)
Table 33. Flash SPI slave physical interface for each nRF24LE1 package alternative

(Source: Nordic Semiconductor nRF24LE Product Specification v1.6)

RDISMB - Enable Read DiSable of MainBlock)

SPI command RDISMB enables the readback protection of the flash. The command disables all read/erase and write access to the flash main block from any external interface (SPI or HW debug JTAG). It also disables erase and write operations in the InfoPage, but read InfoPage read operations are still possible. This will protect code and data in the device from being retrieved through the external flash interfaces.

(Source: Nordic Semiconductor nRF24LE Product Specification v1.6)
6.3.1 Using the NV data memory

The 1.5 kB NV memory is divided into two 256-byte extended endurance pages and two 512 byte normal endurance pages. Table 30 shows the mapping of those four pages for MCU access, SPI access and the page number used for erase (both MCU and SPI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data memory area</th>
<th>MCU address</th>
<th>SPI address</th>
<th>Page no.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extended endurance data</td>
<td>0xFA00 - 0xFAFF</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0xFB00 - 0xFBFF</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal endurance data</td>
<td>0xFC00 - 0xFDFF</td>
<td>0x4400 - 0x45FF</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0xFE00 - 0xFFFF</td>
<td>0x4600 - 0x47FF</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 30. Mapping for MCU access, SPI access and page number for erase

(Source: Nordic Semiconductor nRF24LE Product Specification v1.6)
RTFD – Read the Fine Datasheets

Figure 7. An Enhanced ShockBurst™ packet with payload (0-32 bytes)

(Source: Nordic Semiconductor nRF24LE Product Specification v1.6)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address (Hex)</th>
<th>Name/Mnemonic</th>
<th>Bit</th>
<th>Reset values</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0xDD</td>
<td>CCPDATIA</td>
<td>7:0</td>
<td>0x00</td>
<td>R/W</td>
<td>Encryption/decryption accelerator data in register A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0xDE</td>
<td>CCPDATIB</td>
<td>7:0</td>
<td>0x00</td>
<td>R/W</td>
<td>Encryption/decryption accelerator data in register B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0xDF</td>
<td>CCPDATO</td>
<td>7:0</td>
<td>0x00</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Encryption/decryption accelerator data out register.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Nordic Semiconductor nRF24LE Product Specification v1.6)
Hardware Analysis

PCB back side of a Microsoft wireless keyboard
Hardware Analysis

SPI read and write access to a Cherry wireless keyboard
Hardware Analysis

SPI read and write access to a Cherry USB dongle (thanks to Alexander Straßheim)
Firmware Analysis

- IDA Pro and Nordic Semiconductor’s nRF24 SDK were very helpful in analyzing dumped firmware

Excerpt of annotated Cherry firmware disassembly (hal_aes_crypt)
Radio-based Analysis

Simple GNU Radio Companion flow graph for use with modified version of NRF24-BTLE-Decoder
Radio-based Analysis

- Started with GNU Radio, some Python scripts and a modified version of NRF24-BTLE-Decoder

```
$ cat /tmp/fifo | ./nrf24-decoder -d 1
nrf24-decoder, decode NRF24L01+ v0.1

Address: 0xAD2D54CB8B length:11, pid:0, no_ack:1, CRC:0xAAB9 data:D149491545452AAA248925
Address: 0xAB554B46B length:29, pid:1, no_ack:0, CRC:0xDFA5
data:D55AD4B55A956A554BDCDD6D5A956554ACAD55ACAD4AAC9555DF5F7D9
Address: 0x6BB7E29E31 length:16, pid:0, no_ack:0, CRC:0x2D58 data:0294EF5368E70FB11AB685B818819388
Address: 0x6BB7E29E31 length:16, pid:0, no_ack:0, CRC:0x2D58 data:0294EF5368E70FB11AB685B818819388
Address: 0x6BB7E29E31 length:16, pid:0, no_ack:0, CRC:0x2D58 data:0294EF5368E70FB11AB685B818819388
(...)
Address: 0x5535D0A4B5 length:21, pid:1, no_ack:1, CRC:0x38C9
data:32C4B1A925A4D7252EACB29AC7354AC6C9425A552B
Address: 0x6BB7E29E31 length:16, pid:0, no_ack:0, CRC:0x2D58 data:0294EF5368E70FB11AB685B818819388
Address: 0x6BB7E29E31 length:16, pid:0, no_ack:0, CRC:0x2D58 data:0294EF5368E70FB11AB685B818819388
Address: 0x6BB7E29E31 length:16, pid:0, no_ack:0, CRC:0x2D58 data:0294EF5368E70FB11AB685B818819388
(...)
```
Radio-based Analysis

- Used Bastille’s superior nRF24 tool set after MouseJack release in February 2016 (many thanks to Marc Newlin)
  - Bitcraze Crazyradio PA
  - Bastille’s nrf-research-firmware
  - nrf24-sniffer and nrf24-scanner
- Developed Python tools using Crazyradio PA and nrf-research-firmware
Encountered Problems & Solutions

- Software-defined radio has a steep learning curve
- Some things were more difficult than they initially looked
  - e. g. simple replay attacks
- Channel hopping is tricky
- Timing issues
- Correctly identifying chips is an art in itself (oh, it’s OTP)
- Using a development board/kit with the same technology as the target device is very helpful and less time consuming
- Availability of proper tool set makes a huge difference
Attack Surface and Attack Scenarios

1. Physical access to wireless desktop set
   - Extract firmware
   - Manipulate firmware
   - Extract cryptographic key material
   - Manipulate cryptographic key material

2. Attacking via radio signals (OTA)
   - Exploiting unencrypted and unauthenticated radio communication
   - Replay attacks
   - Keystroke injection attacks
   - Decrypting encrypted data communication
Found Security Vulnerabilities

1. Insufficient protection of code (firmware) and data (cryptographic key)
2. Unencrypted and unauthenticated data communication
3. Missing protection against replay attacks
4. Insufficient protection against replay attacks
5. Cryptographic issues
Insufficient Protection of Code and Data

„All your sensitive data are belong to me!“

Unauthorized access to sensitive data (firmware & cryptographic key)
Insufficient Protection of Code and Data

- Embedded flash memory of several wireless desktop sets can be read and written via the SPI interface of the used nRF24 transceivers
- Flash memory is often not protected by the offered read back protection feature (RDISMB – Read DISable Main Block)
- Content of one-time programmable (OTP) memory can also be modified in a limited way (1→0 but not vice versa)
/* Really simple memory copy firmware */

#include <Nordic\reg24le1.h>
#include <hal_flash.h>

#define LENGTH 512

// data buffer
static uint8_t xdata buffer[LENGTH];

// Main routine
void main()
{
    uint16_t src_addr = 0xFA00; // start of extended endurance data in NV memory
    uint16_t dest_addr = 0xFC00; // start of normal endurance data in NV memory
    uint16_t len = LENGTH;

    // erase normal endurance memory pages (34 and 35)
    hal_flash_page_erase(34);
    hal_flash_page_erase(35);

    // read extended endurance data memory from 0xFA00 to buffer
    hal_flash_bytes_read(src_addr, buffer, len);

    // write buffer to to SPI-addressable NVM (normal endurance memory)
    hal_flash_bytes_write(dest_addr, buffer, len);

    // wait forever
    while(1) {}
Insufficient Protection of Code and Data

- Dump of Cherry Dongle (extract)

```
00007430: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 3cdd 9cc7 db74
00007440: 675a c0b2 9796 a55b 913c 0000 0000 0000
00007450: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
```

- Dump of Cherry Keyboard (EENVM, extract)

```
00000000: aa32 1d98 5ef9 3cdd 9cc7 db74 675a c0b2
00000010: 9796 a55b 913c ffff ffff ffff ffff ffff ffff
00000020: ffff ffff ffff ffff ffff ffff ffff ffff
```
Insufficient Protection of Code and Data

- Some wireless desktop sets are permanently paired at the factory (no change of cryptographic keys possible by users)
- Cryptographic key generation is unknown
- Thus, an attacker with physical access can either extract the cryptographic key or modify the firmware and/or the cryptographic key
Insufficient Protection of Code and Data

(TS//SI//NF) Such operations involving supply-chain interdiction are some of the most productive operations in TAO, because they pre-position access points into hard target networks around the world.

Mouse Spoofing Attacks

„I exploit the obvious!“

Exploiting unencrypted and unauthenticated data communication
Mouse Spoofing Attacks

THE PENTEST EXPERTS

WWW.SYSS.DE
Mouse Spoofing Attacks

Your computer has been infected with our CryptL0ck malware. All your important files were encrypted by our ransomware. The only way to restore your files is to pay us.

CAUTION:
Simply removing CryptL0ck from your computer will not restore your files!

Click here to learn your individual ransom demand and follow the instructions.
Mouse Spoofing Attacks

- Radio communication of all tested wireless mice was unencrypted and unauthenticated
- By knowing the used mouse data protocol, an attacker can spoof mouse actions like mouse movements or mouse clicks
- Thus, by sending forged data packets, an attacker can remotely control the mouse pointer of a target system in an unauthorized way
- This is old news – but nevertheless exciting
Mouse Spoofing Attacks

- Using trial & error and good educated guesses regarding the target system (heuristic method), mouse spoofing attacks can result in successful remote code execution on affected target systems

- Heuristics concern:
  - Operating system (screen layout & content)
  - Language settings (screen layout & content)
  - Mouse settings (mouse pointer acceleration)
  - Settings of the OS’s virtual on-screen keyboard (window position)
Mouse Spoofing Attacks
Mouse Spoofing Attacks

- Pixel-perfect control over the mouse pointer sounded easy but could not be managed so far
- More work needed concerning mouse acceleration (reverse engineering the actual algorithms) to achieve the desired deterministic behavior (e.g. win32k.sys for Windows)
- Current state: Using handcrafted and slowed down mouse actions for more or less reliable attacks in proof-of-concept tool
Replay Attacks

„Pon de replay!“

Replay attacks against modern wireless desktop sets
Replay Attacks
Replay Attacks
Replay Attacks

Simple GNU Radio Companion flow graph for replay attacks using a software-defined radio (HackRF One)
Replay Attacks

# python simple_replay.py -c 25

Simple Replay Tool v0.2 by Matthias Deeg - SySS GmbH (c) 2016
[*] Configure nRF24 radio
[*] Scanning for wireless keyboard ...
[+] Received data: 083816010100f32a
[+] Found nRF24 device with address A9:A9:8F:EB:CD on channel 25
[?] Attack this device (y/n)? y
[*] Start recording (<CTRL+C> to stop recording)
[+] Received data: 09981601dea2f3157ec032fcfa34ce70dee330c9
[+] Received data: 09981601dea2f3157ec032fcfa34ce70dee330c9
(...)
^C
[*] Stop recording
[*] Press <ENTER> to replay the recorded data packets or <CTRL+C> to quit ...
[+] Send data: 09981601dea2f3157ec032fcfa34ce70dee330c9
[+] Send data: 09981601dea2f3157ec032fcfa34ce70dee330c9
(...)

October 23, 2016 M. Deeg & G. Klostermeier | Ruxcon 2016
Replay Attacks

- All keyboards of the tested wireless desktop sets were vulnerable to replay attacks (all mice, too)
- Microsoft Wireless Desktop 2000 has a replay protection, but the used window for valid packet counter values is large enough to perform replay attacks under certain conditions (few keystrokes between recording and replaying)
Replay Attacks

- Replay attacks allow for the following attacks:
  1. Gaining unauthorized access to unattended screen-locked computer systems
  2. Recovering clear-text keystrokes when having physical access to the USB dongle of the targeted wireless desktop set, for example to gain knowledge of passwords
Keystroke Injection Attacks

„One small keystroke injection for me, one giant injection attack for mousekind.“

Remotely taking control over a computer system
Keystroke Injection Attacks

# python keystroke_injector.py -c 6 11 28 32 39 65 75 80 -d perixx

Keystroke Injector v0.7 by Matthias Deeg - SySS GmbH (c) 2016
[*] Configure nRF24 radio
[*] Set keyboard: Perixx
[*] Scanning for wireless keyboard ...
[+] Found nRF24 device with address 15:25:D8:AB:23 on channel 65
[?] Attack this device (y/n)? y
[*] Search for crypto key (actually a key release packet) ...
[+] Found crypto key
[*] Please choose your attack vector (0 to quit)
   1) Open calc.exe
   2) Open cmd.exe
   3) Classic download & execute attack
   0) Exit
[?] Select keystroke injection attack: 3
[*] Start keystroke injection ...
[*] Done.
Keystroke Injection Attacks

SySS Cherry Attack PoC Software Tool
Keystroke Injection Attacks

- The tested Cherry and Perixx wireless keyboards use AES with 128 bit keys in counter mode (AES-128-CTR)
- In general, the initialization vector (IV) consists of a nonce and a counter
- The nonce of the tested Cherry keyboard consists of 11 NULL bytes and the counter of a random 40 bit value (5 bytes)
- By manipulating the firmware of the Cherry keyboard via SPI access, the AES-encrypted radio communication could be analyzed
Keystroke Injection Attacks

- The plaintext of a key release packet is as follows: 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 (11 NULL bytes)
- Counter mode encryption:
Keystroke Injection Attacks

- The plaintext of a key release packet is as follows:
  
  00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 (11 NULL bytes)

- Counter mode encryption:

  Known values for a key release packet are marked red
Keystroke Injection Attacks

- Encrypted key release packet consists of 16 Bytes:

```
8C 49 A1 35 2D 9F 67 CO 1E 0D B8 5F 42 A7 23 9E
```

- The data of a key release packet (11 NULL bytes) are the actual keystream block, as \( x \oplus 0 = x \) (exclusive or)

\[ \Rightarrow \text{A key release packet can be manipulated arbitrarily} \]
Keystroke Injection Attacks

- Source code excerpt from nRF24 SDK (lib_crypt.h):

  (...)
  * @brief Example implementation for encrypting/decrypting data
  *
  * The encryption is based on AES counter mode (CTR) where a 128 bit hybrid counter
  * is used for encryption/decryption. The counter is split in two, 11 bytes as MS11B
  * and 5 bytes as LS5B. The LS5B part is not secret and tells the receiver how
  * to decrypt an encrypted message.
  (...)
  * Note that the security of the link will not be reduced as a consequence of sending
  * the counter value in plain text as long as the following criteria are met:
  *
  * - Cipher key used for encryption/decryption must be kept secret.
  * - The plain text counter (LS5B) must be modified for each transfer.

  (...)
  * The library can be used on both nRF24LU1 and nRF24LE1 devices, but the implementation
  * is slightly different between these. In the nRF24LE1 implementation the LS5B is not
  * a counter, but random values generated by the embedded random number generator.
  * The reason for this is that the counter value would have to be stored in data memory
  * in between each packet, which is not possible when residing in "deep sleep" power save
  * mode.
  (...)
Keystroke Injection Attacks

- Source code excerpt from nRF24 SDK (lib_crypt_le1.c):

```c
void lib_crypt_generate_ls5b(uint8_t * dest_buf)
{
    uint8_t i;
    hal_rng_power_up(true);

    for(i=0;i<5;i++)
    {
        while(!hal_rng_data_ready())
        {
        }
        dest_buf[i] = hal_rng_read();
    }

    hal_rng_power_up(false);
}
```
Keystroke Injection Attacks

- Cherry uses the USB HID data format for sending keystrokes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modifiers</th>
<th>00</th>
<th>Key Code 1</th>
<th>(...)</th>
<th>Key Code 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- Examples of modifiers and key codes:
  - MODIFIER_NONE = 0
  - MODIFIER_SHIFT_LEFT = 1 << 1
  - MODIFIER_ALT_LEFT = 1 << 2
  - KEY_A = 0x04
  - KEY_B = 0x05
  - KEY_C = 0x06
Keystroke Injection Attacks

- Example: A (uppercase letter “A”)

Encrypted key release packet:

```
8C 49 A1 35 2D 9F 67 C0 1E 0D B8 5F 42 A7 23 9E
```

Plaintext packet:

```
01 00 04 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
```

<SHIFT_LEFT> + <a>

Injection packet:

```
8D 49 A5 35 2D 9F 67 C0 1E 0D B8 5F 42 A7 23 9E
```
Keystroke Injection Attacks

- Keystroke injection attack in 5 easy steps:
  1. Find target device (wireless keyboard)
  2. Find key release packet (heuristic method)
  3. Do simple math (XOR)
  4. Send modified key release packet for keystroke injection
  5. Repeat steps 3 & 4 until attack is completed
SySS Radio Hack Box

Radio Hack Box Prototype
Manufacturer Statements/Feedback

- No response from Perixx
Microsoft:

“As you called out in your email, given each wireless desktop set has different cryptographic key which makes this attack not generic at all. It also requires physical access to the keyboard and sniffer to capture packets to decrypt with obtained key. If you can open keyboard and dump flash from it you can as well change the whole board. Hence, this doesn't meet security servicing bugbar. We have opened a bug in the next version of the product for the core team to evaluate.”

(concerning insufficient protection of code and data)

“This behavior is by design and that there will be no security update.”

(concerning mouse spoofing attacks)

“We are verifying our fix for this issue, hopefully it will be the necessary solution. In that it lies in the dongle firmware, we are still coming to an understanding on whether this will be go-forward only for keyboard dongles or whether there are options for making the fix available for already manufactured dongles.”

(concerning replay attacks)
Manufacturer Statements/Feedback

- Logitech:

"Please thank them a lot of their notification and let them know that Logitech is working to provide a better encryption for future products."
Manufacturer Statements/Feedback

- Fujitsu:

“Thank you very much for your information about our wireless keyboard. As we have already pointed out, we believe that the described scenario is not easy to perform under real conditions due to the radio protocol used. As mentioned, our product is not destined to sell security, but convenience in the first place (without the security drawbacks of unencrypted wireless keyboards). Any new information and insights will be incorporated into the already planned successor product.”
Cherry:

“We have examined the 'security flaws' you reported to us. As a result, we decided, until further notice, to no longer refer to AES encryption in order to promote the affected product. At the moment, we are currently working on a successor product. As we already did in the past, we recommend to our customers having particularly high security demands using wired products which, depending on the requirements, should be CC certified.”
Conclusion

- All tested modern wireless desktop sets with AES encryption were affected by one or more security issues
- All found security vulnerabilities can be exploited in real world attack scenarios
- The found security vulnerabilities cannot or will not be fixed in the tested products, but maybe in future ones
### Conclusion

#### Summary of our research results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Insufficient Code/Data Protection</th>
<th>Mouse Spoofing</th>
<th>Replay</th>
<th>Keystroke Injection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cherry AES B.UNLIMITED</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujitsu Wireless Keyboard Set LX901</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logitech MK520</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Wireless Desktop 2000</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perixx PERIDUO-710W</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

✓ security issue exists

X security issue does not exist

? security issue may exit (more work required)

* first found and reported to Logitech by Bastille Networks
Recommendations

- Do not use wireless desktop sets with known security vulnerabilities in security-related environments.

„All I want for Christmas is a secure low power wireless desktop set.„
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Thank you very much ...

... for your attention.

Do you have any questions?

E-mail: matthias.deeg@syss.de
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